
Qualcomm XR Technology in RealWear to Support UROS
in Kazakhstan’s Digitization Goals
RealWear and UROS plan to deploy 10,000 HMT-1 devices powered by the Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ Mobile Platform to digitally connect
the Industrial Workforce in Kazakhstan

SAN DIEGO, CA - APRIL 23, 2019 – Qualcomm Technologies, Inc., a subsidiary of Qualcomm Incorporated (NASDAQ: QCOM), RealWear and
UROS, together announced a digitization project set to begin in Kazakhstan later this year. This project has the mission of supporting
deployment of Smart Cities and accelerating XR global adoption to advance the development pace of Kazakhstan’s economy by improving the
productivity, safety and quality of life for its citizens.

UROS plans to provide RealWear HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1 voice-controlled, head-mounted devices powered by the Qualcomm® Snapdragon™
Mobile Platform to ten thousand front line industrial workers.  These connected workers can speak with remote experts or connect to 5G and
IoT sensor data provided by UROS and its partners. Field workers typically have no connectivity and expect long delays when requiring
support or retrieval of data. By simply clipping the HMT-1s to a worker’s hard hat and connecting them to experts and machines, the operators
can more rapidly and safely troubleshoot issues with teams of experts, even in extremely loud environments where heavy machinery and
hazardous gas is present. RealWear devices are fully rugged, designed for use in extreme conditions to provide frontline workers a voice-
controlled digital dashboard that appears as though it were a seven-inch tablet in front of a worker’s eye.

“Qualcomm Technologies has always been committed to transforming industries and enriching lives and we are thrilled to have our technology
support the next generation of mobile computing for industrial frontline workers through the efforts of RealWear and UROS,” said Hugo Swart,
Head of XR, Qualcomm Technologies, Inc.

“We are very excited to be creating something unique and remarkable in the field of wearable solutions together with RealWear,” said Jerry
Raatikainen, UROS Group CEO. “By combining a shared vision for digital transformation and the strengths of UROS and RealWear, we will
deliver great customer experiences for businesses around the world operating in the manufacturing, energy and automotive industries, to
name a few. The similarities in our companies’ ethos make the partnership with RealWear a strong fit, and from a technological perspective our
existing relationship with Qualcomm Technologies will contribute further momentum.”

“RealWear is proud to have HMT-1s and HMT-1Z1s help accelerate digitization in Kazakhstan with the support of UROS and Qualcomm
Technologies,” said Andy Lowery, Cofounder and CEO of RealWear. “Our collective efforts aim to enhance the quality of life and safety of
Kazakhstan’s citizens through hands-free, XR computing. With RealWear’s long-term commitment towards revolutionizing industrial
connectivity, we plan to incorporate the Snapdragon XR roadmap in our next generation of advanced products for the front-line workforce.”

The HMT-1s powered by Snapdragon can go beyond the field workers use cases and be used in many aspects of UROS’s solutions. In
Kazakhstan, UROS is currently building out a wireless e-roaming “smart connectivity” network and plans to outfit those workers with RealWear
devices powered by Qualcomm Technologies.

About Qualcomm

Qualcomm invents breakthrough technologies that transform how the world connects, computes and communicates. When we connected the
phone to the Internet, the mobile revolution was born. Today, our inventions are the foundation for life-changing products, experiences, and
industries. As we lead the world to 5G, we envision this next big change in cellular technology spurring a new era of intelligent, connected
devices and enabling new opportunities in connected cars, remote delivery of health care services, and the IoT — including smart cities, smart
homes, and wearables. Qualcomm Incorporated includes our licensing business, QTL, and the vast majority of our patent portfolio. Qualcomm
Technologies, Inc., a subsidiary of Qualcomm Incorporated, operates, along with its subsidiaries, all of our engineering, research and
development functions, and all of our products and services businesses, including, the QCT semiconductor business. For more information,
visit Qualcomm’s website, OnQ blog, Twitter and Facebook pages.

Qualcomm and Snapdragon are trademarks of Qualcomm Incorporated, registered in the United States and other countries.

Qualcomm Snapdragon is a product of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

About RealWear

RealWear® is a knowledge transfer company providing in-situ information and in-the-field training with software and hardware to help people
improve safety and increase productivity at work. The company’s flagship product is the HMT-1®, the first ruggedized head-mounted wearable
Android-class tablet computer that frees a worker’s hands for dangerous jobs. The hands-free monocular HMT-1 is purpose-built for
Connected Worker programs in the industrial enterprise, safely controlled with your voice, even in noisy environments. With a growing number
of hands-free partner solutions, enterprise customers gain instant knowledge with remote mentor, document navigation, industrial IoT
visualization and digital workflow solutions. Global leaders in energy, manufacturing and automotive industries trust the HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1™
to empower and connect their global workforce.
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UROS is a global innovator in turnkey IoT solutions and eSIM technology. The unique ecosystem including our IoT platform coupled with smart
connectivity brings the benefits of digitalisation to various verticals including natural resources, industries, cities, as well as services for
organisations and individuals. UROS is a trusted partner and a one-stop-shop for clients seeking comprehensive IoT solutions and maximized
ROI. For more information about UROS and our award-winning solutions and services visit www.uros.com.


